Monte--
18th July 1904

My dear Spencer,

Of course I thought you might have expected it daily for a man felt sure after reading Remus's letter that we'd yet to hear news. This morning's record adds 2.66 at 6 p.m. Yes, the Tempest South of that name that they are not done with in yet. Has come and on top now. The colour seems to match a special lavender for this. Today's opinion there I have him in Adelaide was
rather against having good rain.
Should much like to stand
Russel at Bottle of Moore.
I have made all arrangements
to get some way on the
hour which the Commissioners
of Crown Lands asking him to
average to have buggy fine
horses with harness put on
board train in night of 28
or early on morning of 29th.
I have also handed them the
no objection to the goods.
buggy horses over the rails on
the railway.
also had a hint to
the same effect which will
between inspire him to sharpen
in the steel like care of
Premier Hotel.
The buggy horses under offer to us at
occupied feeling things ready.

Sorry to hear you are feeling

Fagged. I hope the camp environs

told French will set you up

that you would like more rest

all your friends think you

work too hard. I am not

the only one who is anxious

about you. You will be amused

to hear that at my request

Elsee Hanning wrote to the

Rev. Mother at the Convent of

Mercy last week requesting her

to pray for them in the

interior. Imagine the dear red

ladies' satisfaction at having

special attention given to their

prayers! We must go see her if

I at any rate will ask her.

Musing Strange how these days
about spending money on my own responsibility but that you
will in all probability have to
know the best - By this arrangement
we can accept Rubens offer of 5000 dollars at once.
Short's Bend in good condition for 26
They told me Jack said then or send them to sea
the heap sandhills. There are immediately on receipt I then
saying "if you approve of
buying horses at 10 a pair without
losing them doubt whether
they would be heavy enough
for our big buggy in the
snow" I was just going to
close when this followed
and came from Mrs.
Mail contractors offers hence now
To Home Shy Bend Twelve pounds but horses bow in Condition. Fifteen pounds in Shiff but we cannot afford to waste time haggling and along your reply promptly old man. He—he have a line to follow. Speak the word and

When replying let
we have answer to all

questions.

J.C.